
 
 
 
 
 

July – August 2007 
 
On the 5st of July our new EVS volunteer Hellyana  
arrived from Bulgaria. She is 26 years old and before she 
came here she was a Chief Editor in Sofia. Even though 
everything is new for her, she fitted in at the cafe almost from 
the first moment she was here. As time have gone by she has 
started to like the city and especially the lake which she often visits. The kids like her 
and are trying their best to communicate with her. Her and Morten have also become 
good friends and are often travelling together around Slovakia. Her plans here are to try 
and organise different things for the kids at the center and to travel around in the 
region. 

 
Judit and Tibor had to re-make to „wall of sponsors“, 
since some new sponsors appeared. It seems now, that the 
mentioned wall is full, but it does not matter! We are 
creative enough! If there is someone else, who 
would like to support us, we will manage it!!!  
 
 

 
We were celebrating again: it was  
      the 3rd birthday of VMCM!!!  
Because of this occasion we did many nice, 
interesting and funny things. The smallest could 
do nice paintings, or colour figures from cartoons. 
If there was a request (and very often there was!), Judit 

and Hely painted their faces. They were really cute! 
For the biggest we did Henna-painting, and girls 
could make very nice hand-made bracelets with a 
special twisting technique. We also planned 
asphalt-drawing competition and other 
activities outside,  
 

 



 
but just like a year ago, the weather cancelled our 
outdoor activities again   To make everybody even 
happier on this day the Internet was free for every 
member of VMCM! 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
There are plenty of people who knows about VMCM 

because they were here, or they have seen advertisement 
about our activities in the cable television, but we wanted to 

be more „visible“, and for this we used the regional 
newsletter „Csallóköz”. So on 7th of August an article was 

published about an unusual Youth Centre called 
VMCM. 

 
 
 

New accreditation for VMCM! 
Some rules has been changed about the European Voluntary Service, 

so VMCM has to get the accreditation again to Host Volunteers, but we also 
would like to get the accreditation to Send Volunteers in the future...  

Judit wrote the new Expression of Interest, for Hosting and Sending 
too. We already had a visitor, who checked our centre, and an other one 
came at the end of August. They will decide about us, if we will get the new 
acreditation or not. We will receive their decision in September, but one 
thing is sure: they really liked VMCM, and were pleased with the place, 
how it looks, with the possibilities, what VMCM offers, etc.  

As soon as we will get the info on paper, we will inform you! ☺ 



 
 
Morten organised a small Billiard competition because the 
kids are almost constantly occupying the bill iard table and they 
love competing against each other. They played one against 
one, and there were 10 kids competing in the tournament. 
They really loved it and they are already asking when we will 
organise the next one. 
 

 
 
Table tennis  and  play station are still really loved in 
VMCM. Since we did not want the kids to wait too long, while 
2 or 4 are playing, we invented new rules. This way often 6-8 
kids are around the table concentrating on the funny game. 
We just call it „roundabout“.  
 
 
 

 
 
Our Break dancers are not lazing at all. They practise 
on regular base, and to improve themselves even more, 
they as help from a similar break dance group from 
Komarno. This way they can practice together.  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So this was the way how we have spent summer holiday... 
       



       Kind regards from VMCM team!  ☺ 


